
ISENTROPIC ANALYSIS 

Chapter 3 presents isentropic analysis, an alternate method for the diagnosis of synoptic
scale vertical motion that is largely consistent with, but complementary to chapter 2,s 

quasi-geostrophic (QG) approach to understanding vertical motion. Thinking about isen
tropic surfaces is also a useful viewpoint for analysis and interpretation of the atmosphere 
more generally. There is also a strong connection between isentropic concepts and the 
potential vorticity (PV) framework presented in chapter 4. 

This chapter includes the following exercises: 

3.1. Constructing an Isentropic Map 
3.2. Isentropes and Trajectories in a Winter Storm 
3.3. Comparison of QG and Isentropic Views on Vertical Velocity 
3.4. Isentropic Techniques for Analysis and Prediction of Current Weather 

Each exercise in this manual uses these typefaces for clarity: 

Normal typeface is used for background information, technical instructions, motivating 

questions, and learning objectives. Bold indicates assigned actions and questions that 

students are expected to respond to in their report. A constant width typeface 
is used to indicate text that can be found exactly on the IDV software ( usually on the 
Dashboard or Legend areas). 

The word Optional: is used to set off suggestions for further explorations. 
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3.1. Constructing an lsentropic Map 

The objectives and learning outcomes for this lesson are for students to 1) evaluate the 
information needed to construct isentropic charts from rawinsonde data, 2) manually 
construct an isentropic analysis from observational data, and 3) relate features on an 

isentropic chart to basic weather systems and their structure. 

In order to appreciate a map of pressure ( or any other quantity) on an isentropic surface, 
it is helpful to first gain a sense of how these maps can be constructed from observational 

data. To analyze pressure on an isentropic surface, we begin by using a skew-T diagram 
to determine the pressure of a given isentropic surface at a fixed point. Figure 3.1 shows a 
skew-T diagram from Greensboro, NC (KGSO) from 0000 UTC 3 January 2002. 

a) i. Using Fig. 3.1, determine the approximate pressure value corresponding to the 

280-K isentropic level: ___ hPa. 
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Figure 3.1. Skew-T, log-p diagram displaying rawinsonde data from Greensboro, NC (KGSO) valid 0000 

UTC 3 January 2002. Potential temperature labels are shown along various isentropes (green dotted 

lines sloping upward toward the left). 
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ii. Now, do the same for the 292-K level: ___ hPa. 

iii. Next, locate the 330-K level: ___ hPa 

Suppose that we wished to generate a plot that shows the "topography" of a given isen

tropic surface, through contours of either pressure or height on a horizontal map. From a 
set of soundings, we would then plot the respective pressure value for a given isentropic 

surface (just like the ones you estimated above) corresponding to each sounding location. 

Figure 3.2 shows the values of pressure and horizontal wind corresponding to the 292-K 

isentropic surface from 0000 UTC 3 January 2002. 

b) Mark the location of Greensboro, North Carolina (KGSO) on Fig. 3.2. Compare the 

value of pressure shown on the map at GSO for this 292-K surface to the value you 

estimated in a) ii. Are the values close? If not, why not? 

c) Draw solid isobars with an interval of 100 hPa on Fig. 3.2. 

Figure 3.2. Values of pressure (numerical values, hPa) and wind (barbs) on the 292-K isentropic surface 

from standard rawinsonde sites at 0000 UTC 3 January 2002. 
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d) Inspect your analysis. Where is this isentropic surface at higher or lower elevation? 

How does that relate to locations of warm and cold air? Consider the sense of the 
wind and circulation, noting any centers of cyclonic or anticyclonic rotation. What 

kind of weather system (warm or cool core, cyclone or anticyclone) is located over the 

center of the United States? Discuss and explain your reasoning. 

e) Why are there no observations showing in a region of the southwestern United States 

near Arizona? Are there no rawinsonde stations there? Explain. 

3.2. lsentropes and Trajectories in a Winter Storm 

Isentropic surfaces ( also termed theta or 0 surfaces) can be defined everywhere, at any 
instant, as in problem 3.1, except where the surface temperature exceeds the 0 value of a 
given surface ( that is, the surface is "underground" and fictitious). 

Two main properties of potential temperature ( 0) make it useful to think about 0 surfaces. 
First, 0 always increases with height in a statically stable atmosphere.* As a consequence, 
0 surfaces are stacked vertically, and can be used as a vertical coordinate. Second, 0 is 

conserved for adiabatic motion. Adiabatic flow is often an accurate approximation for 
anticyclones and other areas of the atmosphere without strong upward air motion, and 
it is sometimes a reasonable approximation for winter storms where condensation, 
radiation, and other diabatic heating and cooling effects are much weaker than 

temperature advection by the storm's winds. In that case, air parcels tend to stay on the 
same theta surf ace, so that vertical motion can be qualitatively estimated at an instant by 
assessing whether the horizontal winds are carrying air parcels up or down the local slope 
of their 0 surface. The weakness of this view is that the topography of 0 surfaces is itself 
always moving and changing. Still, the upward slope of 0 surfaces toward the pole tends to 
prevail in most circumstances, so that poleward flow tends to ascend. Also, storm-related 

topographic features of a 0 surface can sometimes be viewed as having a constant shape, 
translating with a constant speed ( the "frozen wave" approximation; see MSM section 
3.3). In this view, the upslope or downslope component of wind relative to these long-lived 
but perhaps moving slope features on a 0 surf ace can still be interpreted as indicative of 
vertical motion, giving us a way of predicting or explaining cloudy versus clear weather 
conditions. 

* In well-mixed layers of neutral static stability, potential temperature is constant with height. If it decreases 

with height, that layer would immediately undergo vigorous overturning or mixing. However these ex

ceptions are rarely found in synoptic-scale weather systems, in midlatitude locations, above the planetary 

boundary layer. 
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Figure 3.3. The LMT _3.2 bundle's initial display at 1200 UTC 18 Dec 2009. The 298-K theta surf ace 

is shown (semi-transparent, with color indicating its altitude in meters), along with the 8 5 o hPa 

height of p surf ace contours (in decameters) and winds (f lowvectors) in black. Faint 

red plus symbols(+) indicate the starting points for 3D trajectories, initially located along the 

intersection of the 298-K and 850-hPa surfaces (red contour). 

The objectives of this lesson are to explore air parcel trajectories in the vicinity of a winter 
storm, and evaluate their consistency with the idealized "conveyor belt,, view of air gliding 

upward and downward along the sloping isentropic surfaces around a cool-core mid

latitude cyclone. Learning outcomes include 1) comparing 3D air parcel trajectories to the 

adiabatic approximation that air stays on isentropic surfaces and 2) interpreting vertical 

motion and trajectories within the context of the conveyor belt model. 

Launch the IDVand open the bundle named LMT_3.2 (Fig. 3.3). You may recognize the 

case (18-21 December 2009) from the LMT_2.2 bundle from chapter 2. Notice the small 

red crosses along the line where the 850-hPa surface meets the 298-K surface ( the heavy 

red contour). These points at 850 hPa are the starting points for 3D air parcel trajectories. 

West of the low center, the horizontal winds are blowing toward the south or southeast, 

a direction that moves air down the slope of the isentropic surface. East of the center, the 

winds are blowing northward, into ( or up) the slope of the isentropic surface. By advanc

ing the animations time control, you will see how well the altitude of the 3D trajectories 

( expressed on the same color scale as the height of the 298-K surface) supports the idea 

that air tends to conserve its 0 = 298 K as it flows along the sloping isentropic surface. 

a) Where would you expect upward air motion at the 850-hPa level based on this 

isentropic image at the initial time? To check your expectation, switch on the display 

for omega at the 850-hPa level (you may need to turn off the theta surf ace to 

improve visibility). Do areas of ascent match expectations? Explain. 
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b) Zoom out and step through the time sequence. How well does 850-hPa omega along 

the thick red 850-hPa-298-K intersection line agree with the isentropic reasoning? 

Are there places and times where the omega is opposite in sign to that from isen

tropic reasoning? 

c) Set the time to 0000 UTC 20 December 2009. Rotate the display to see a 3D view of the 

trajectories and isentropic surface, like the view from the south shown below ( this icon 

in the left toolbar will jump you to the south view: Ii') 

i. For the eastern portion of the trajectories, note that they rise above the 298-K 

isentropic surface. What physical processes could explain these non-isentropic air 

parcel excursions? 

ii. How did some of the deep blue trajectories get so far above the isentropic sur

face? Jump back to the top view (Home icon f:t) and find the time and place where 

these steep ascents occurred. Does the IR sate 11 it e display give any indica

tions about the weather in that area?* 

d) Optional: Let's look at vertical motions at another altitude. 

To do that, change the level of the height of p surface, flowvectors, and 

Omega displays to 600 hPa, by clicking each of these three links in the Legend and 

adjusting the Levels menu in the corresponding Display Control on the Dashboard. 

Then change the 3D surface theta display to an isosurface value of 310 K, again by 

clicking its Legend link and adjusting its Display Control. Repeat b) above. How 

well does "flow up and down the isentrope" reasoning explain the omega field at 600 

hPa in this case? Discuss. 

For your new pressure and theta levels, launch new trajectories along the intersection 

of the new p and theta surfaces. To do this, hit the Home Ct icon to center the display, 

and reset the display time to the initial time. Edit the 2 9 8 K on 8 5 0 hP a fields to 

instead be 310K on 600hPa. Turn on the theta surface display so the 

intersection line is clear, and turn on the trajectory display so that you will see your 

results. To create new trajectories, click the Trajectory display's blue link in 

the Legend to bring up its Controls in the Dashboard window. First, use 

the Levels menu to select the new starting altitude (600 hPa). For Trajectory 

* But don't over-interpret small details: the omega field may not be well analyzed-that is, the omega data 

shown (from MERRA reanalysis) may not be accurate for all the subsynoptic-scale features ofIR imagery. 
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Initial Area, choose Points. Now go to the Map View window and use 

the left mouse button to select a set of points along the intersection of your omega 
field at 600 hPa and the theta surface. Your mouse clicks won't be visible, so avoid over
clicking. About 10-20 points should suffice. 

When you have enough points, zoom out ( since trajectories are not visualized 
outside your initial view region), and click Create Trajectory. Now as you 

advance the time counter, your trajectories should be visible. Some may be hidden 

by other displays, so toggle off other display layers to see more clearly. To change 

trajectory colors, click the Trajectory display in the Legend to bring up 

the display control in the Dashboard. Click the Color Table button and 
Change Range to [-1000, 6000] to make the trajectory colors match the coloration 

of the height of the theta surface. Other ways to aid visualization include jumping to 

a side view with Iii' or f9 , and rotating the display by dragging with the right mouse 

button pressed. 

Do you find air parcels that go in surprising directions? Do more parcels go far above 

the isentrope than far below it? Can you explain these excursions, in terms of the 

properties of diabatic processes? 

e) Let's look at more trajectories to see if we can reproduce the schematic of the warm 
conveyor belt pictured below in Fig. 3.4. In this view, upper-level outflow to the east of 

the storm comes partly from the warm sector where it ascends along the warm con

veyor belt, and partly from the upper-level flow to the west. Turn off all the displays 

other than basic meteorology (heights, sea level pressure, maybe winds, and perhaps 

850-hPa specific humidity to see low-level moisture tongues), and let's try to find the 

conveyor belt using only those displays for orientation. 

i. Create a swarm of forward trajectories from low levels at the initial time, using a 

Rectangle for the Trajectory Initial Area in the Trajectory 

display controls. Did you find the warm conveyor belt? If so, capture an image 

illustrating this. 

ii. Create a swarm of Backward trajectory displays, from a region where the 

IR Satellite shows a high (cold) cloud mass, again using a Rectangle 

for the Trajectory Initial Area and setting the Levels to 200 hPa 

in the Trajectories display control. Show the results. Are there both hori

zontal and vertical airstreams contributing to the cloud mass as suggested in this 

cartoon? Capture an image illustrating this. 
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Figure 3.4. Idealized schematic of the conveyor-belt model of airflow through a northeast U.S. 

snowstorm. Adapted from Kocin and Uccellini (1990, their Fig. 26), based on Carlson's (1980) Figs. 9 

and 10. Lines with arrows represent streamlines, colored airstreams indicated with annotations. White 

shaded area depicts cloud shield. 

f) Can you identify an air stream that corresponds to the "cold conveyor belt"? You may 

need to begin at a later point in time. Again, capture an image if you can identify this 
air stream. 

3.3. Comparison of QG and lsentropic Views on Vertical Velocity 

The objectives of this exercise are 1) to relate the "traditional" QG vertical velocity tech

niques and interpretations from chapter 2 to the isentropic framework, and 2) to examine 
a challenging forecast situation using the isentropic analysis framework. 

a) Load the LMT_2.2 bundle. It includes several basic weather and QG diagnostics dis

plays at 1200 UTC 18 December 2009. Examine the Div ( Qvector) field to gain 
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familiarity with regions of QG forcing for ascent and descent. Additionally, capture an 

image of the 700-hPa Omega field. Where is the geographical location of strongest 

upward vertical velocity at the 700-hPa level, and what is the peak value? 

b) Now, open the LMT_3.3 bundle.A/ert!Uncheck Remove all displays & 

data in the Open bundle dialog before proceeding: 

- • 0,pen bundte -----------~-
Before openi n-g this bundle do you want to: 

Remov-e all displays & data 

r7 Try to ,add displays to current windows 

You may have to click OK on an IDV error message or two, but don't worry about 

them; they are related to this bundle's use of theta (in units of K) as a vertical 
coordinate. 

Three additional LMT_3.3 displays will appear under Isentropic Displays in 

the Legend. Colored contours of pressure and wind barbs are shown on the 300-K 

is entropic surf ace. 

Now let's compare the vertical motion computed from isentropic techniques to the 

QG-diagnosed vertical motion from a). First, ensure that only the 300-K winds and 

pressure contours are showing to avoid clutter, and examine the pattern of wind and 

pressure on this isentropic surface ( the 300-K surface) at 1200 UTC 18 December 

2009. In what general regions are the winds blowing "uphill" towards lower 

pressure? Where are they blowing downhill? Now, in order to check your answer, 

activate the display of PresAdv (pressure advection, -V-V 0p). Which sign of 

pressure advection corresponds to ascent? This is the rate of change of pressure for 
air parcels if the flow were adiabatic and the theta surf ace did not move with time. It 
has units of Pa s-1

, directly comparable to the Omega display. Could you show that 

mathematically? 

Toggle the Omega display on and off. How well does the pattern match the pattern 

you expect from PresAdv? How well do the peak values agree quantitatively? 

If upward motion drives latent heat release, how would you expect that to affect 

the magnitude of actual omega, relative to the adiabatic estimate in PresAdv? 

Explain. 
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c) How well do the locations where the isentropic flow is blowing uphill match the 

regions of QG forcing for ascent, as diagnosed in a) above? Are there any regions 

where the isentropic method indicates ascent where the QG method did not, or 

vice versa? Discuss. Hint: Think about what vertical level in the atmosphere we are 
examining here, and consider changing the display to other vertical levels to see how 
much sensitivity there is to this selection. 

d) Recall that it is the storm-relative velocity, rather than the observed wind velocity, that 

enters into the isentropic vertical motion equation [Eq. (3.12) in MSM]. How might 

this affect the diagnosed vertical motion pattern from c)? Discuss. 

Toggle the Div ( Qve ct or) display on and off. How well does the pattern match the 

pattern you expect from PresAdv? 

Toggle the Omega display on and off. How well does the pattern match the pattern 

you expect from PresAdv? How well do the peak values agree quantitatively? 

How does the upward motion field correspond to the cloud field? Activate the IR 

satellite display under I sentropic Displays (note the IR display from 

LMT_2.2 that has only one time level). Examine the first time (1200 UTC 18 

December), and subsequent times (only the Isentropic Displays will update 

with time). Discuss the extent to which the satellite image matches the isentropic 

pressure advection. What factors would explain any discrepancies? 

If upward motion drives latent heat release, how would you expect that to affect 

the quantitative magnitude of actual omega, relative to the adiabatic estimate in 

PresAdv? Explain. 

3.4. lsentropic Techniques for Analysis and Prediction 
of Current Weather 

The objectives of this exercise are 1) to practice making your own IDV bundle from 

scratch, and 2) to apply isentropic analysis to a current forecast situation. 

First, this exercise walks you through the process of making up an IDV bundle from 

scratch. This procedure is detailed here because isentropic values and slopes are substan -
tially different across the seasons, so an off-the-shelf pre-made bundle may not give you a 

clear view without adjustments. Since the adjustments need to be described anyway, this 
exercise elaborates the entire construction from scratch. 
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In IDV, on the Dashboard go to Data Choosers, and Catalogs. In the 
window to the right of the Catalogs : label at the top of the page, type http:/ /lmt. 
meas.ncsu.edu:8443/repository?output=thredds.catalog or http://ramadda.atmos.albany. 
edu:8080/repository. Under the data, Isentropic folder, locate the subfolder GFS 

Isentropic Interpolations. Select the files Latest gf s I sen and 
Latest gfs211 withadoubleclickorthe Add Source button. Wearereadyto 
plot some current isentropic data . 

• Dashboard 
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URLs 
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9 GJ GFS lsentropic Interpolations 
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o- _ 2016070700 gthta.gem 

I • ! I Select File_ 

One drawback to the isentropic framework is that for different locations and seasons, one 
must plot data on different isentropic surfaces. How do you know what surface is "right" 
for a given forecast scenario? The following activities address this question. 

a) We are often interested in diagnosing or predicting precipitation. This technique in
forms us about vertical air motions, and we know that most atmospheric water vapor 
resides in the lower troposphere. Thus, our goal is to diagnose and anticipate vertical 

air motions which take place in the altitude range where precipitation formation is most 
prevalent. Given the above, what approximate range of pressure levels should bracket 

the region of interest on the isentropic surfaces we should plot? 

Consider your geographical location and season. If you are conducting your analysis 
in a warm location or for a warmer time of year, you will need to plot a higher-valued 
potential temperature isosurface. For colder seasons and more northerly locations, plot 
a lower value. Recall that surface temperature is roughly equal to potential temperature 
at low-elevation stations, and that the troposphere is about 30-S0K deep in terms of its 
range of 0 values. Discuss how you chose a potential temperature value for your initial 

isosurface plot. 

b) The slope of isentropic surfaces also varies with season and location. In general, we 
would want to plot pressure contours on an isentropic surface with an interval as small 
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as 10 hPa for "small slope" situations, and perhaps as large as 50 hPa for situations 

in which the isentropes slope strongly. In the dashboard, click edit and change 

display unit in order to change the units to millibars from Pascals. During what 

time of year would you expect to observe the largest isentropic slopes, and why? 

Now, on the IDV Dashboard in the field selector, let's contour the isentropic 

pressure (pressure @THTA) with a contour interval consistent with the consideration 

above. Make your selections as shown below and click Create Display. 

O Dashboard __ ,._, ._ l = i@l I ~ I 

file .Edit Displays Dita Bundles Iools Help 

~ 1:..J ~IGl -..r (Qi [S6J , Jt ~ Q J EI I U MapeslDVcoDection 

& Qulcklinks r II Data Choosers r 1iJ Reid Selector r g Displays I 
Data Sources: Fields C\ Displays 

,------~------------i-:; 
Formulas f 3D grid Multi-Variable Vertical Profile -~ 

► Latest GfS INnlroplc Int• o- Derived Vertical Crosseclion -
latest gfs211 e Absolute vorticity@THTA Area-CasePicker "" 

1,-.;---'=---------11 
1 

9 Montgomery streamfunclion @ THTA f Plan Views 

! 9 Pressure@THTA Contour Plan View -
i G:, Pressure vertical velocity@ THTA Color-Filled Contour Plan View 

i 9 Specific humidity@ THTA • : Color-Shaded Plan View 
' ~ u-component of wind@ THTA •' Value Plots : 

~ v-component ofwind@THTA . -.. · . .. -.·.· ..... • .·.·..... . .·. ·· 
I o- 20 grid 

1 
: Tlfflt!!I J level r Region I Data Sampling [ Settings I 
=: All Levels ~ 

: OK 

276 K 
280K 
284K 

I 288K "" 
292K 

I 296 K 
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~K -
308K 
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316K 

If nothing appears right away, that's okay; we will need to make a few changes because 

IDV is not designed to handle isentropic coordinates. After the display is created, right 

click on the new display in the Legend and under Edit, select Change 

Display Unit, changing from Pa to millibar as shown here: 

' ..... ..... ..... 
B II PRES TH 
Level: 300 K I 

.......... ' ... 

Levels ► 

Color Table ► 

Change Parameter ... 
Change Display Unit. .. 

Control Window 

File ► 
Edit ► 

View 
Help 

► 
► 

New unit lmmi~~- _ , I 
01 cance1 

Now click on the Legend hyperlink for your PRES_ THTA display, and adjust the 

Contour properties (interval, range, etc.) as needed to fit the current situation. Change 
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the contour display color to white, and apply some smoothing in order to make the con
tours less angular. 

To provide more precise geographical references, click Default Background Maps 
in the Legend and select Hi-Res US: 

• • Default Background Maps; World Coastlines; Hi-Res US 

File Edit View Help 

Lat/Lon 

~. 
El Maps 

World Country Outlines 1.0 ., Fast rendering • ... 
■ World Coastlines 1.0 .. Fast rendering • 

,, l ... 
World Political Boundaries 1.0 ., J l Fast rendering • 

'-
... 

North & Central America 1.0 - Fast rendering • ., ) ... 
■ Hi-Res US 1.0 ., j Fast rendering • ... 

Now, we need to overlay the wind field on our isentropic surface in order to identify regions 

of isentropic ascent or descent. In the Field Selector tab, under the Derived 

list, select True wind vectors, and then click on Create display: 
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!M Horizontal Advection (from UREL_ THTA & VREL 
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R•J Speed (from UREL_ THTA & VREL_ THTA) 
!(•) True Wind vectors (from UREL_THTA & VREL_ 
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~ Pressure @ THTA 
@ Pressure vertical velocity@THTA 
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You will probably want to adjust these wind vectors, depending on how strong the flow is 

for the current example. Example settings are shown below for a light-flow situation: 

file ~dit Uisplays OAta !!Umlles Ioots ,Help 

~ 

PRES THT A - Contour Plan . 

truewlndvectors - Vector. ► 

Show: 

~ • Displays 

@ Vectors: 

Size: ~ c,;, 0 Autosize 

0 Streamnnes: 

Density:Low 

0 Trajectories: 

Q High 

Trajecotry fonn: I I · I Length Offset j ce, 0 Arrow 

0 Cur1y Vectors: 

Vector Length: ! 19:t 

Arrow scaJe: D ""' 
Skip: .xv: D ""' 

Range: -53.9 to 53.9 (¥l? 

Color: lureen H 
line Width: D ""' 

!,evels: Im 1·1~ Current levet 312 K 

~~ o o B 

Now, you are ready to examine the forecast. 

O <:icte 

c) At the initial time, is there evidence for isentropic ascent anywhere over your location 

of interest? If so, where, and how can you tell? Orient yourself-where is the isentrope 

at a higher altitude, and where is it lower? Use the labels, and adjust settings if you 
need more of them. 

d) Now, step through the forecast sequence, focusing in on the area of interest. When and 

where do any prominent areas of isentropic ascent develop? 

Return to the Field Selector tab, and add a Color-Filled Contour Plan 

View display of specific humidity or mixing ratio on the selected isentropic surface. Adjust 
the contours so that shading appears only for values above a useful threshold, like these: 

Contour Properties Editor 

Contour Interval: l2E~3- -------! kg.kg-1 

Base Contour: l1.5E-5 I kg.kg-1 

ft.~nimum Value: l1E-4 I kg.kg-1 

Maximum Value: l.01561 I kg.kg-1 

Line Width: 11 ! • I 
D Dash: I I· I 
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Apply a color scheme, such as the Mapes GreenHaze option: 

ill Dashboard 

file fdit 12isplays Olta Iools Help 

~ - ~ !il IQ 5jl ,., .Jt 
~ Qulcklinks {,J.-oa- ta- Choo_ se_rs--v--=-----..,,,.-;,;,;....----, 

'--=-c-====--=,--------:----.-c-:-c-:--------=------=-1 
file fdit ~- HelP 

Contour. I Change I lntervat 2E-3 kg.kg-1 

.2E-3 kg.kg.1 

Smoothing: 

!,evels: Use Default cunent level: 312 K O cicte 

,~--- Transparency ► 1------+----------------l!I 
~Q f!I O fj Dimmer 

,_M__,al)!'-s ___ ► Discrete 

Satellite ► Special 

Gempak ► Diverging 

Radar ► UnearTransparent ► 

Geovlsta ► Long ► 

Panoply ► Llneal'Opaque 

Mclllas 

NCL 

purplehaze 

greenhaze 

whitehaze 

cyanhaze 

Y.~~~~~ redhaze 

e) Based on the combined information in the water vapor and isentropic flow analysis, 
make a forecast of expected cloud cover and precipitation for your location for the 

next few days. Save and discuss one key image that shows isentropic pressure, wind, 

and shaded mixing ratio on the selected isentropic surface. For example: 

Basic cloud/precipitation forecast for site in question, with "isentropic justification": 

First 12-h period Second 12-h period Third 12-h period 

Expected predominant 
cloud cover ( OVC, 
BKN, SCT, FEW, CLR) 

Expected precipitation 
(percentage for 24-h 
period) 

Isentropic reasoning 
to support forecast 
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At this point, right click on the PRES_ THTA display in the Legend, and go to "view:' 
"times:' and set this display as the time driver (Drive times with this display). 

Finally, in order to check our isentropic reasoning against the model precipitation fore
cast, now return to the Fie 1 d Se 1 e ct or, and select the pressure-coordinate data file 
latest_gf s211. gem, which should correspond to the same model run as the isen
tropic data file we used. This grid file contains the data in standard isobaric coordinates, 
but it also includes the model precipitation forecast. From the field selector, go to 2 D 
grid, and select Total precipitation 6 hour @none. Before creating the 
display, under Times, set Match Time Driver as indicated below: 

~. !-=-:LI§~ 
~ ~ashboard _ ~ ' 

file Edit !!isplays ~ta Iools Help 

~ [5:.J ~~ fiJ ~~ _., Ji o? @ U 13 I O Mapes IDV coDection 

' -& Quicklinks r " Data Choosers r ® F"ield Selector r Q Displays I 
Data Sources: Fields a. Displays 

Formulas 
Jl"I , ,.. ..,. \ U .... , Uht:: L_ 1\:11 I OI V "'lC :::... 

o CAPE@NONE 9 PlanViews .... 
1 -

IIERRA 30 3h units fixed (by o CAPE@PDLY Contour Plan View 

MERRA 2D 1h units fixed by o Convective inhibition @ NONE Color-Filled Contour Plan View . 
-'GrldSat-Aggregation.ncml o Convective inhibition @POLY I Color-Shaded Plan View -

~ 
0 Geopotential height@ NONE Value Plots 

l -12009121812_nthta.gem 
:1 

o Precipitable water@ NONE o- 30 Surface -
..JGrldSat-Aggregation.ncml o Pressure @ NONE o- Hovrnoller 

Latest gfs lsen o Pressure @ TROP General -
C-. ~ 

,► Latest gfs211 o Pressure reduced to MSL @ NONE 
•· ·-· -· ·-··· •.·.• .. 
( runes r Region r lnta Sampling r Setlings I 

I 
o Relative humidity@ HGHT 

O Relative humidity@ SGMA IMatch_Tune Driver :I • 
o Surface lifted index@ NONE .... .._ 
o Temperature@ HGHT 

o Temperature @ TROP 

o Total precipitation 06 hour@NONE 
) o u-component of wind @ HGHT -

-o u-component of wind @ TROP 

o v-component of wind@ HGHT 

o v-component ofwind@TROP -
I o Vertical speed shear@ TROP 

~ 
9 3Dgrid 

o- Derived 

ti;) Absolute vorticity@ PRES 

~ 
@ Geopotential height@ PRES :: 
~ Pressure vertical velocity @ PRES -

I ti;, Relative humidity@PDLY 
j ~ Relative humidity@ PRES 
,1 ti;, Temperature@PDLY 

-... -
1 ◄ I m I I ► 

... 
" 

:: 
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Apply some smoothing to the contours, and recognize that the times will not match 

the isentropic display exactly, so pay attention to the labels at the bottom of the display 

window. Edit and change the display unit to inches, and change the contour interval to 

successive values of O • 01 ; O • O 5 ; O • 1 ; 0 • 2 5 ; 0 • 5 0 ( this will only display these 
discrete contour values). 

f) To what extent does the model precipitation forecast match your isentropic predic

tion from e)? Discuss. How much precipitation does the model predict for your spe

cific location of interest? 

g) In the gfs211 isobaric data set, create a 30 isosurface of the selected isentrope ( 3 D 

> Derived, Potential Temperature (from TMPK_PRES). Turn off 

the other displays for clarity, and zoom out for a view of the entire continental United 

States. Change the angle to look at the isentrope from an oblique 3D perspective. What 

features are present that were associated with any regions of strong isentropic ascent 

or descent? [Hint: A "feature" could be an upper-level trough or ridge, jet streak, etc.] 

Having invested this effort, click Fi le, and Save as to save this bundle with a 

descriptive name, something like"my_LMT3.4_isentropic.xidv'~ In the future, when you 

open this bundle, you can once again view the current day's isentropic datasets. 
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